PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 1-300 +Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 2 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-62
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 3-100+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 2 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
1-2 out!

_
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-18-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 4 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 5-200+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 3, 4 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

3, 4 out!

3, 4 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 6-20s + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE  6-13-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  7-100 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 5, 6 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
5, 6 out

5, 6 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 8-200-paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2022
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 9 \_paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 7, 8 OUT!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

7, 8 red out.

7, 8 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 81
FLUSH # 10 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 9 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

9 out!

9 out!

9 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # II - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-13-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH # 12-200 Dasper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 10 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
10 out!

35 012
12-11
10 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 13 - Paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

11/12 TO 80' MARK!

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-13-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 14 Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA>Loading EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 37
FLUSH # 15 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 11-13 OUT!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

11/13 in motion to exit

11, 12, 13 OUT!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:  15/14 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 17 - 100+Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 16 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
16 out!

16 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 18 - 3000 PAPER

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 17 OUT

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
17 IN MOTION TO EXIT

17 OUT
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 19 - Former Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 20 - Supercap

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 18, 19 OUT!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
18 - 19 in motion to eight
To 129' main crowd out!

18, 19 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 21 - 200 + excess

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  22-200 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

20/21 TO 81' Mark.
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 23 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

80/21 to 119' west
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 1/14/2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 24 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 20-23 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

20-23 out!

20, 21, 22, 23 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 06-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 25 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW.

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 24 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
24 out!

(Blank space for additional comments)
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 20 - 100/1000

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 25 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

25 out!

25 out!

25 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 27-200 paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT 
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012 
TEST RUN # 31 
FLUSH # 28 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW 

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 26, 27 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

26 + 27 out!

26, 27 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE       6-14-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #    29 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:  28 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

28 out
Line is mowed today, lol

28 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 30 - 100 paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 29 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

29 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 31 - 300 ft per

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

# 30 MP TO 87' MARK!

---

30' FT

---

31' FT

---

130' FT

---

30 TP

---

31 TP
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
Flush # 32 paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

☑ No changes

Lots of HTC bleed off @ 87 mm

32 ft

32 1/2 ft

32 1/2 ft
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 33 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 30 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

32 + 31 + 30 in motion
32/31 to 80' mark
30 to go out!

30 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2013
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH # 34 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

33 Impacts 31/32 + Sticks
1st Surface Plug 6-14-2013
Photos
BLEEDED
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  10-11-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  35 - 200+ Flair

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

#34 Joins the Pit at 8'2" mark!

35 Tp

32 & 35 Tp

35 Tp
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31

FLUSH # 36 - 200 g Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ NO CHANGES

SMALL PLUGS STARTING TO FORM IN LINES

6' 36 TP
4' 35 TP
3' 36 TP
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 37 - Proper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
- 36-35 IMP 18' IM 31/34
- 35' IN MOTION
- 36-35 TO 80' MARK
- 34-31 TO 87' MARK
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 38 - 300 psi per

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 39 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 31-34 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

31-34 in motion to go out!

31, 32, 33, 34 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 4-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 40 - 100 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

35 - 38 in motion to 81, 102

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 41 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
NEW PLUG @ 81' mark!
40' + 34' has joined 35'/37' plug
PHOTO!

☑ NO MOVEMENT
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-14-2012
TEST RUN #: 31
FLUSH #: 42 - 1600 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

☑ NO CHANGES.

STILL BLEEDING 1/2” & 0 BY 81’ MARK

NO BUILD UP.
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 43 - PaperOnly

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

\[ \checkmark \] No change continues to builds
160 + dissolved nice looks good
Fine!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 44 – Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

\[\checkmark\] NO CHANGES

[Additional notes and sketches]
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 45 - 300 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 35 - 44 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

35 - 43 12 motion to 45
45 M/O TRAIN EXPRESS EXITS!
39 - 45 44 - 35 > 203 therm!
END OF SUIT A41

35, 36, 37 ... 38 39 40, 41 42 43 44 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 46 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 47 - 200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 48 - 100 Gal

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 49 - Imper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

48 - 45 in motion, slow
Crawl out!

[Additional handwritten notes]
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 56 - 200 + Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 45 - 47 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

45 - 47 out!


PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT  
DATA SHEET  

DATE  6-14-2012  
TEST RUN #  31  
FLUSH #  51 - 300 + Paper  

INSTRUCTIONS:  
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS  
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW  

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:  

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:  

51 mid VC change  

50  

50  

PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 52 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 49, 48, out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
48, 49, out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 53 - 100 g per

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 50, 51 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

52, 53 m

52 ft

50, 51 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 37
FLUSH # 54-300 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 52 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

52 out!

38 & 54 mis

52 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN #  31

FLUSH # 55 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 52 53 54 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

52-54 line not clear to 54 out
54 @ 18' craw out

52 53 54 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6/4/2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 56 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 55 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

55 out. 

55 out. 

55 out.

55 out.
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 57 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 56 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

56 out!

56 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-11-2012

TEST RUN # 31

FLUSH # 58 - 300g Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

57 in slow came out,
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 59 - 100 ft per

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 57, 67, 77

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
57 out

57 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-11-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 60 - 300 gpm

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 61 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

58-60 TO 50' MARK

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  62 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 58-61 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

58-61 out!

58, 59, 60, 61 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  63 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 62 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 64 - 200 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 63 out

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

63 out

63 out

63 out

63 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  65 - 300 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 57 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 64-66 OUT

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

64-66 ID motion to go

64, 65, 66 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-11-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 68-200 Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 67 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

67 out

67 out

67 out

67 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 69 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 68 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

68 out

68 out

68 out

68 out
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 70 - 300 ft per

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 69 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

69 out!

39 & 70 in!
14 & 69
14 & 69
4 & 70 in!
69 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 73 - 300 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 74 - 360 ft

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

74 in Per Slurry - Aug 71/73 +
NOVES 71 - 1'

__________________________

__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-11-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 75 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: _______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

PHOTOS & Sling / Ring 7/173

@ 48' mark

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 77-100+Piper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

T6 - T1 IN MOTION
T1 BROKE AWAY & IS HEAVILY LINED!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-14-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 78 - 300 slp per

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: _________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

\( \sqrt{78} \) NO REM CALIBRATIONS OR MEASUREMENTS
78 MISC

\( \sqrt{78} \) MISC

\( \sqrt{77} \) MISC
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-14-2012
TEST RUN #: 31
FLUSH #: 79 - 200 + Upper 405 101

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 80 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: _______________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

/ NO CHARGE

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2013
TEST RUN # 21
FLUSH # 21 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION - OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

71-79 in Motion 7/17/15
76 10/7 to 76/74
Slow curve.
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 82 - 100 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6/15/2012
TEST RUN # 31

FLUSH # 83 - 150 pph.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________ Dern. Log / Building w/ 8

TRAVEL NOW: 7/8/81 @ 8' south.
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-15-2012
TEST RUN #: 3

FLUSH #: 84 - 100 Cooper
MOD RUN

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ NO MOVEMENT

HO BUILD @ 75' MARK + 58' MARK.
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 85-100+paper

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS

2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

85 MRS IMPACT OF 83/82/84/1070
80/72 MOVIE LINE ONLY TO 90' MARK BUT NO SNEAK CRAWL!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 86 - paper only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ________________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-15-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  87 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 72, 73, 74, out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

72, 73, 74 in motion to go out!
75, 84, 76

72, 73, 74 out!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-21
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 88-Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: __________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

Slow movement of 75/86 20
95' max!

___________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-15-2012
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  89 - 300 + Tape

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY
   DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP
   MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 90 - PAPER ONLY

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION — OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-15-2019
TEST RUN #: 31
FLUSH #: 91 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 75-86 out!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
75-89/90 in motion to
MASSIVE output!
AND WELL OVER DUE!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE  6-15-2022
TEST RUN #  31
FLUSH #  93 - 300 + Ppr

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

92 impact of 91/87 does not move air.
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE 06-15-2019
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 94 - 100% paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ No changes

________________________

________________________

________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-15-2012
TEST RUN #: 31
FLUSH #: 95-2003Paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

92 95 94 ID motion to 87 parking
91/87 no changes!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET
DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 96 - 3O0 + paper

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

96 M50

87

96 +8
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 97 - 200 r.p.m.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW
   MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: 87-95 OUT!

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
95-92 in motion to go

87.8889... 96.91929394.95' OUT!
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # 98 - Impro Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE 6-15-2012
TEST RUN # 31
FLUSH # Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS: ____________________________

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
PERC DRAINLINE TRANSPORT
DATA SHEET

DATE: 6-16-2019
TEST RUN #: 31
FLUSH #: 100 - Paper Only

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. SHOW PROGRESSION OF SOLID MEDIA INJECTIONS IN APPARATUS BY DRAWING THEIR LOCATION ON THE ILLUSTRATION – OK TO GROUP MEDIA INJECTIONS
2. LIST INJECTIONS OF SOLID MEDIA THAT EXIT THE APPARATUS BELOW

MEDIA LOADING EXITING APPARATUS:

OTHER OBSERVATIONS / COMMENTS:

✓ NO CHANGE @ 8' MARK!
101st Flush Line IS CLEANED

✓ YES/NO YES!

101st Trial qc 96-100 out?

✓ YES/NO YES!